
Figure/ Gesture Drawing 
Art Foundations 

Proportion rules:  

1. Start by drawing the ________ shape. 

2. Measure and mark the bottom of the _______________. 

3. Head to ankle is ____ heads. 

4. Head to toe is ____ heads. 

5. Hip to ankle is ____ heads. 

6. Shoulder to shoulder is ____ heads.  

 

Gesture Drawing:  

1. Is critical to every drawing. Without a sense of gesture, drawings 

become sterile and static. 

2. It is the ____________ of the essence of an object’s or figure’s 

position.  

3. Gesture drawings are often very expressive and allow one the 

freedom to loosen up and not worry about small details.  

4. Gesture drawings are an ideal way to warm up before one starts to 

concentrate on a more intense drawing exercise 

5. Focus on what you ___, not what you _____ you see

     



HOW TO: 

START BY DRAWING THE HEAD 

Find the line of the subject.  

Usually it is the angle of the spine.  Draw round lines to represent where the 

model is looking 

        

Draw in contour lines. Contour lines represent the limbs, torso, and even the head 

because you don't have time to draw its individual parts in real detail. Drawing in 

contour lines simply what those parts are doing.  

 

Draw mass. One technique that is sometimes used in gesture drawings is to represent 

mass by making circular motions. This is similar to using shading, except that it is very 

quick and inexact. Add Circles at the joints and then use this technique to show muscles, a 

belly, or anyplace that has noticeably more mass than the rest of the subject.  

                 



Male vs. Female 

Drawing the Male 

– More _______   muscle structures 

– ______  Shoulders (wider than hips) 

– Angular, Sharp Lines 

Drawing the Female 

– _________  Curves 

– Soft Lines 

– Hips are _______  than the shoulders 

 

Foreshortening 

1. When the parts of the figure (arms, legs, torso) are  _________ to 

look like it is in Perspective 

2. _________   Proportion Rules do not apply 

                                         

 

 



Grading:  

All Poses/ Everyday = __________ pts 

3 days x 25 pts =  75  pts  

Absent? Make up during study Hall/ Homework  

 

Schedule:  

Day 1 – (first half) INTRO to Gesture PowerPoint/ 

Discuss Foreshortening Quick gestures of 

lines/shapes/hurricane in pen of what is on the screen – 

(second half) Hands (2x) pose for their table for 45 sec and then 

you draw the person across from you with their hand up next to 

face to practice foreshortening. 

Day 2- REVIEW LINE/SHAPES 

 Quick Action Gestures in Pencil (1x) and Charcoal 

(2x) (every one poses for 3 action poses for 30 sec)  

Day 3- Gesture of Human Figure Gesture to Detail- 

(10 min gestures, 30-35 min detailed gestures)   

  


